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MONETTO. The Game About Money

Basics
− Financial Literacy

− Game-Based Learning (GBL)

− Competence Model Financial Literacy

− Curriculum Financial Literacy

Development of the Learning/Curricular Game
− Eight steps to design, test and implement a curricular game according to Jackson Kellinger

− The final Game

Game Elements and Storyline
− Board game with 999 cards

− Action cards

− guiding through the game

− Orientation on the board

− Strategy and luck

Target Groups

Digital applications

Content 
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Why is Financial Literacy relevant?

MONETTO. The Game About Money: Basics

• „essential life skill“ (PISA-Programme, OECD, 2014) 

• increasingly important in everyday life (Aprea et al., 2016)

• important for social participation (Tröster & Bowien-Jansen, 2019) 

• increasing implementation of financial literacy programmes (OECD, 2014, 

2016)

• financial practices in LEO 2018 (Grotlüschen et al., 2019)
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Game-Based Learning (GBL)

• Basic assumption: learning happens rather casually in a state of flow (vgl. 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1990)

• Contributes to the expansion of the learning space

• Protected learning settings for the implementation of authentic learning content in 

game scenarios

• Risk-reduced environment promotes problem-solving skills

• Increases motivation to learn

• Joy of learning

MONETTO. The Game About Money: Basics
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CurVe Competence Model Financial Literacy

MONETTO. The Game About Money: Basics

• Structure: cross table

• Structure

− Dimensions: Knowledge, reading, writing, numeracy

− Domains: revenue, money and payments, 

expenditure and purchases, budgeting, borrowing

money and debts, making provisions and insurance

• Development

− Theory-based

− Empirically based

− Communicatively validated

− Cooperative
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Curriculum Financial Literacy

• Guidebook

• Teaching/Learning Materials

• Instructional Design

− Problembased- and situated learning

− Interdisciplinary design

− Daily-life-oriented action requirements

− Adapted from the teaching/learning approach of Anchored Instruction(Vanderbilt 

Group, 1993)

MONETTO. The Game About Money: Basics
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MONETTO. The Game About Money: Development of the Learning Game

1. Choose Topic

2. Diagram System of Topic

3. Tell Story of System

4. Gamify Story

5. Create Quests

6. Render and Test Game

7. Teach Game

8. Reflect on Teaching

Implementation of eight steps to design, test and implement a 

curricular game according to Jackson Kellinger
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MONETTO. The Game About Money: Development of the Learning Game

The Final Game

- Designed as a board game

- Arranged for 2 up to 8 players, teenrated

- 8 tokens, which represent the members

of the family Miller

- Cards are guiding through the game
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MONETTO. Game Elements and Storyline

MONETTO –

a board game 

with 999 cards

Action cards
Quiz cards

Calculation cards

Tip cards

Event cards

The game about money
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MONETTO. Game Elements and Storyline

Action Cards are guidingguide

through the game
Has Marie successfully

completed her action?

Then she gets 4 points. 

Did Marie get at least 3 tips?

Has Marie reached the

destination supermarket? 

Did Marie earn at least 5 

coins? 
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MONETTO. Game Elements and Storyline

Orientation on the board

• City map of the virtual small town

Maisenbohn

• Authentic infrastructure of a small

town

• Different ways lead to the goal

• At first glance: Orientation in the

town

• At second glance: Discovering

details from daily life
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MONETTO. Game Elements and Storyline

Strategy and luck

- Choose wisely the way to the goal

- Quiz allows additional points

- Strategically navigate to tip and 

arithmetic fields

- Luck of the dice

- Muffin as a joker moves on with

every 1

- Event cards provide excitement

and change the course of the

game

- Winner is not always the first at 

the goal
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MONETTO. Target Groups

• Low-literate adults

• Migrants, refugees and immigrants

• People seeking advice in debt counseling

• Clients of job centers and employment agencies

• Parents and families

• Trainees

• People in transition from school to work

• Senior citizens

• Employees in the low-wage sector

• People with disabilities
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MONETTO. Digital Applications

MONETTO - Future prospects

• MONETTO. The Quiz

• MONETTO. The Multimedia Math 

Marathon

• MONETTO. Math Clips

• MONETTO. Math Wiki 
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MONETTO. The game about money: basics

CurVe Competence Model Basic Financial Education
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• Perspective of practice and perspective of science were included

• Problem- and situation-oriented learning

• Participant orientation

• variety of methods: activating and social learning

• interdisciplinary design

• lifeworld-oriented action requirements: narrative anchors along the stories of the Müller family

MONETTO. The game about money: basics

Curriculum Basic Financial Education - Didactic Concept
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Anchored Instruction – Life stories of the Müller family

as narrative anchors

MONETTO. The game about money: basics

• Adapted from the teaching/learning approach of Anchored

Instruction.(Vanderbilt Group, 1993)

• The life of the Müller family as a common thread

• The starting point are life events and everyday situations

in the life of the Müller family

• Learning objectives and learning content are integrated into the

narrative plot.
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MONETTO. The game about money: development of the educational game

- 20 pieces of the educational game produced for testing

- Development of a questionnaire

− Standardized questions

− Open questions

− Partly voice recordings during gameplay

- Field access

− Teachers and planners as well as learners from the fields of

Basic education/literacy/graduate education/DaF

− Debt counseling

− Job center measures for the transition from school to work

− Advisory service of the savings banks

− Science

Prototype - development and testing
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MONETTO. Game elements and storyline

Board game

with 999 playing cards
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MONETTO. Possible applications in practice

MONETTO - a building block in the CurVe-universe

• complements the competency model and the

financial literacy curriculum

• also includes non-cognitive aspects of dealing with

money

• enables learning through play

• deepens what has been learned through play

• supports the transfer of what has been learned into

everyday life

• allows for different changes of perspective

• creates opportunities for discussion and promotes

reflection

• learning contents and topics from the anchor stories

of the curriculum are taken up and extended
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MONETTO. Possible applications in practice

MONETTO -

a building block in the CurVe universe

• Play as a starting point for identifying

learning needs and learning interests.

• Game characters represent different target

groups and specific learning contents

• Life situation of the game characters gives

specific learning content

• Playing serves to consolidate and apply

what has been learned in everyday life
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MONETTO. Possible applications in practice

MONETTO – Action-cards

• represent narrative anchors

• provide writing stimuli in the sense of

creative writing

• allow identification with the game 

characters and/or life situations

• allow the transfer of the situation into one's

own space of experience

• offer a broad spectrum of different 

everyday situations

• take into account a variety of specific

starting situations
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MONETTO. Possible applications in practice

MONETTO – Tip-cards

• are suitable for individual reading

exercises

• support the handling of technical terms

and knowledge

• create discussion opportunities

• stimulate the exchange of experiences

• encourage reflection

• challenge learners as experts in their

own right
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MONETTO. Possible applications in practice

MONETTO – Event-cards

• also offer numerous opportunities for

discussion

• take a look at critical life

• life events, risks and opportunities

• provide an opportunity to focus on non-

cognitive skills in dealing with money

• enable transfer to the learner's own 

experience

• encourage learners to act as experts in their

own field
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MONETTO. Possible applications in practice

MONETTO – Quiz-cards

• are a game inside the game

• let train knowledge

• support the acquisition of technical

terms

• provide an occasion for research

tasks
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MONETTO. Einsatzmöglichkeiten in der Praxis

MONETTO – Calculation-cards

• offer a pool of math problems at three

different levels

• are directly related to everyday life and 

the world we live in

• are also suitable for self-learning in 

combination with the interactive

calculation guide

• offer an opportunity to discuss different 

ways of solving the problems
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Time for your questions…
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